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The Mars regional atmospheric modeling system (MRAMS) is in-
troduced, and selected model results are presented and compared
with landed meteorological data when possible. MRAMS is de-
scended from a nonhydrostatic Earth mesoscale and cloud-scale
model that is widely used for forecasting weather and simulating
atmospheric systems over complex terrain. Mesoscale models such
as MRAMS are ideal tools for making use of the high-resolution data
sets arriving from Mars Global Surveyor experiments. Simulation
of the Mars Pathfinder (MPF) landing site at Ls= 142 using 1/2 de-
gree Mars orbiter laser altimeter (MOLA)-derived topography and
thermal emission spectrometer thermal inertia is shown to be in
good agreement with observed near-surface temperature, pressure,
and wind direction. Simulations of topographically induced ther-
mal circulations and mountain-induced gravity waves are shown to
be consistent with theory and earlier studies that tie large-amplitude
mountain waves to strong winds capable of producing dust streaks
and local dust-lifting events. A large eddy simulation of the con-
vective boundary layer provides estimates of vertical profiles of
heat flux, momentum flux, turbulent kinetic energy, and vertical
velocity variance. The model results suggest that the martian at-
mosphere is roughly two to three times more turbulent than the
terrestrial atmosphere during the afternoon, but fluxes are roughly
an order of magnitude smaller due to the lower density. Dust-devil-
like circulations are also predicted in the large eddy simulation. Fi-
nally, a simulation that examines atmosphere–surface interactions
near Big Crater is discussed. Predicted surface wind stress patterns
are consistent with aeolian processes inferred through Mars Or-
biter Camera imagery of Big Crater, located near the MPF landing
site. c© 2001 Academic Press

Key Words: Mars, atmosphere; atmospheres, dynamics; atmo-
spheres, structure; Mars, surface.
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There is a rich modeling history of the martian atmosphe
Over three decades ago, general circulation models (GC
designed for the Earth were adapted to Mars (Mintz 1961, Le
and Mintz 1969). GCMs simulate large-scale circulations o
the entire planet and over time scales of a season or more. W
compared to remotely sensed andin situ observations of the
martian atmosphere, GCMs generally produce favorable res
and capture the essential features of the martian climate (
Haberleet al.1993b).

Due primarily to computational constraints, GCMs are run
horizontal grid spacings that poorly resolve or are complet
incapable of resolving mesoscale features. GCMs do not res
microscale circulations—these must be parameterized as ar
example, the microscale eddies in the convective boundary la
A typical GCM simulation has a horizontal computational gr
spacing on the order of 5 by 5 degrees. GCMs have been ru
higher resolutions (1 by 1 degrees) and can approach what m
be considered the coarse end of the mesoscale. As proce
power increases it is not unreasonable to expect the GCM
increase further in resolution.

GCMs are also limited by their dynamics, which assum
hydrostatically balanced atmosphere. Circulations that req
large accelerations of the vertical wind cannot be properly m
eled. These circulations include, for example, large am
tude nonhydrostatic mountain waves. Convective adjustm
schemes are employed to keep GCMs from developing str
superadiabatic lapse rates that would lead to a violation of mo
assumptions (e.g., hydrostaticity). Consequently, the predi
boundary layer temperature and depth are often in error.
8
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Despite the coarse resolution and dynamical constraint
GCMs, they have done a remarkably good job at reproduc
much of the observed general circulation of the atmosphere
Pollack et al. 1990, Haberleet al. 1993b, Wilson 1997), and
many of the local circulations observed at the Mars Pathfin
(MPF) and Viking Landers 1 and 2 (e.g., Haberleet al. 1999,
Lewis et al. 1999). Additionally, GCMs have proven invalu
able for investigating the dynamics of the large-scale cir
lation, including planetary waves and baroclinic disturban
(Collins and James 1995, Collinset al.1996), the energy trans
fer processes associated with the zonal mean flow and
sient and stationary eddies (Barneset al.1993), the interaction
of the disturbances with topography (Pollacket al. 1990), and
tides (e.g., Wilson and Hamilton 1996, Bridger and Murp
1998).

Images from the Viking missions and most recently from
Mars Global Surveyor (MGS) and Mars Pathfinder (MPF) ma
it clear that the martian atmosphere is quite active at the m
and microscales. Obvious evidence for mesocale process
the so-called light and dark streaks downwind of topograp
barriers, particularly craters, ridges, and isolated hills (Gree
et al. 1974, Veverkaet al. 1981, Thomaset al. 1984, Thomas
1984). An example of these features is shown in Fig. 1, wh
are Mars Orbiter camera (MOC) images from the eastern slo
of Tharsis (MOC images M0303926 and M0300823). It is b
lieved that these features result from removal or deposition
dust as the atmosphere impinges on the topographic bar
(Veverka 1975, Magalh˜aes and Young 1995). There are al
streaks that appear to be unassociated with any obstacle b
correlated with long slopes of 1◦ to 10◦ (Magalhães and Gierasch
1982).

Some of the wind streaks are of such small scale that they
be classified as resulting from microscale circulations produ
by the interaction of the airflow with the topographic obstac
To complicate matters further, the background airflow in wh
the microscale circulations are embedded may be of mesos
origin. Evidence of microscale circulations can also be foun
the map of aeolian features at the MPF as reported by Gre
et al. (1999) and Bridgeset al. (1999). Many of these feature
show evidence of multiple wind regimes, some of which
inconsistent with GCM predicted winds. The inconsistent f
tures may be signatures of paleoclimatic wind regimes or m
result from local and intermittent wind regimes, which can o
be simulated by a model with significantly greater spatial a
temporal resolution.

Perhaps the most dynamically exciting features observe
the Mars atmosphere is the dust devil (Metzgeret al. 1999).
These whirlwinds may play a critical role in the maintenan
of the background atmospheric dust load. Atmospheric d
strongly forces the climate and general circulation of the
mosphere, and it impacts exploratory mission operations.

fortunately, the dynamics of dust devils in the highly unstab
convective boundary layer are poorly understood.
PHERIC MODELING SYSTEM 229
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Many investigators have developed a variety of one- and t
dimensional models (numerical and theoretical) that can be
plied with validity to investigate phenomena that GCMs cann
resolve or are unable to reproduce due to assumptions in m
dynamics. These mesoscale studies have been restricted pr
ily to slope flows and thermally induced polar cap circulation

With respect to slope flows, Magalh˜aes and Gierasch (1982
developed an analytical, two-dimensional nighttime model
slope winds in an attempt to explain the dark, erosion stre
on the slopes in the Tharsis and Elysium regions. Their res
indicated friction velocities may approach the threshold veloc
of∼2 m/s required to initiate saltation (Greeleyet al.1980) but
generally are less than 1 m/s. Steep slopes, large coefficien
drag, and very cold surface temperatures are required to
duce the largest friction velocities. Yeet al. (1990) produced a
comparative theoretical and modeling study of upslope flows
Mars and Earth valid during the daytime. They found that
upslope flows on Mars are typically two to three times larg
than on Earth and extend to much greater depths (5 km). F
tion velocities remained well below 1 m/s in all the simulation
Savijärvi and Siili (1993) conducted two-dimensional numeric
simulations of martian slope flows and the nocturnal jet. Th
results indicated the development of a jet similar to that fou
on the high plains of the United States.

With respect to polar cap studies, the Finnish research gr
has applied their two-dimensional hydrostatic code to inve
gate winds and surface stresses under varying atmospheric
opacities at the southern polar cap edge (Siiliet al.1997). This
study perhaps represents the use of the most dynamically c
plex mesoscale model in the published literature.

Given the large number of mesoscale and microscale at
spheric phenomena and processes in the martian atmosp
and the important feedback processes which couple the mi
and mesoscale to the general circulation (e.g., the dust cycle
have undertaken the development of a three-dimensional nu
ical model capable of simulating these phenomena. We pre
here the model description and selected results from the M
regional atmospheric modeling system (MRAMS).

MRAMS is a versatile numerical model of Mars’ atmosphe
MRAMS is descended from the regional atmospheric model
system (RAMS), which is a widely used Earth model (Piel
et al. 1992) designed to simulate synoptic-scale, mesosc
and microscale atmospheric flows over complex topography
such, MRAMS is the ideal tool for utilizing the high-resolutio
products from the Mars Global Surveyor (MGS); the reso
tion of the data and MRAMS are compatible. The details of
MRAMS physics are presented in the next section, followed
subsequent sections by presentations of modeling results
the following numerical experiments that have benefited fr
MGS-derived data: (1) the Mars Pathfinder landing site (MPF
with comparison to observations; (2) thermal circulations a

lemountain waves; (3) atmosphere–surface interactions over a
crater similar to Big Crater at MPF; and (4) an idealized large
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FIG. 1. MOC images of (a) crater dust streaks (image M0303926) and (b) dust streaks in the lee of small ridges and hills (image M0300823).
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THE MARS REGIONAL ATMO

eddy simulation (LES) that includes dust-devil-like circul
tions.

II. MODEL DESCRIPTION

Definitions and values for the variables and constants in
and subsequent sections may be found in the Appendix.

A. Governing Equations

MRAMS is based upon the grid-volume Reynolds-averag
primitive equations

Dū

Dt
= f v̄ − θ ∂π

′

∂x
+∇ · (Km∇ū) (1)

Dv̄

Dt
= − f ū− θ ∂π

′

∂y
+∇ · (Km∇v̄) (2)

Dw̄

Dt
= −θ̄ ∂π

′

∂z
− g

θ ′

θo
+∇ · (Km∇w̄) (3)

Dθ̄

Dt
= ∇ · (Kh∇ θ̄ )+ ∂θ̄

∂t

∣∣∣∣
Diabatic

(4)

Dr̄

Dt
= ∇ · (Kh∇r̄ )+ ∂ r̄

∂t

∣∣∣∣
source/sink

(5)

Dπ ′

Dt
= c2

s

ρoθ2
o

∇ · ρV̄θo. (6)

In Eqs. (1) through (6) the variables have been decompo
into a base state ( )o, a resolved perturbation from the base st
( )′, and an unresolved fluctuating turbulent component ( )′′. For
example,

θ = θo + θ ′ + θ ′′ = θ̄ + θ ′′. (7)

Upon Reynolds averaging Eq. (7), the turbulent compon
vanishes. Reynolds averages of variances and covarianc
unresolved fluctuating turbulent variables do not vanish and
modeled via diffusive eddy terms. The basic state is assume
be hydrostatic and dynamically balanced.

Equations (1) through (3) are the momentum equations w
the pressure gradient term cast in terms of the potential tem
ature,θ, and the Exner function,π, which are defined as

θ = T

(
po

p

) R
cp

(8)

and

cpT = πθ, (9)

respectively.
Equation (4) is the thermodynamic equation. Potential te
perature is conserved in the absence of diabatic heating te
At present diabatic heating is possible through radiative forc
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and through atmosphere–surface heat exchange as dictat
the atmospheric surface layer parameterization. Latent heati
not yet included in the model. We intend to develop appropr
microphysical schemes in the near future.

Equation (5) governs the behavior of tracers. MRAMS c
handle up to approximately 100 individual tracers that the u
may initialize heterogeneously in space. Additionally, the u
can easily define sources and sinks for the tracers so that ch
cal modeling and/or deposition of tracers can be accomplis

Finally, Eq. (6) governs conservation of mass and allows
compressibility of the atmosphere. Clearly, acoustic waves
be a solution to Eqs. (1) through (6). The numerical techniq
for dealing with this are discussed below.

B. Parameterizations

1. Turbulent Mixing

The following description of the turbulence parameterizatio
follows from the RAMS Technical Description(Mission Re-
search Corporation Aster Division, P.O. Box 466, Fort Colli
Colorado 80522). MRAMS assumes that turbulent mixing m
be expressed by parameterizing the turbulent flux of scalars
constant multiplied by the gradient of the quantity being tra
ported,

u′nχ ′ = −n̂ ·Kh
∂χ̄

∂xn
, (10)

whereKh is the vector horizontal mixing coefficient for scal
species (with components in each horizontal direction) andn̂ is
the unit vector in the direction of mixing transport. The turbule
tendency to the resolved scalars is given by the flux converge
of the Reynolds stress:

∂χ̄

∂t

∣∣∣∣
turbulence

= ∂

∂xn
(u′nχ ′ ). (11)

The turbulent tendency for momentum is similar to Eq. (11)

∂ūi

∂t

∣∣∣∣
turbulence

= ∂

∂xn
(u′nu′i ). (12)

The expression for the momentum fluxes in Eq. (12) are ge
ally not expressed as simply as for scalars (Eq. 10). When
horizontal grid spacing is significantly greater than the verti
grid spacing, the expression used in the horizontal (i andj= 1,
2) is

u′i u
′
j = −î ·Km

(
∂ūi

∂xj
+ ∂ū j

∂xi

)
, (13)
rms.
ing
whereKm is the momentum mixing coefficient vector. In the
vertical direction (i or j = 3), the following expression is usually
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used:

u′i u
′
j = −î ·Km

∂ūi

∂xj
. (14)

However, when the horizontal and vertical grid spacing are
comparable magnitude, Eq. (13) is used for all directions (i and
j = 1, 2, 3) in place of Eq. (14). The user may specify whi
formulation is used, so it is possible although not recommen
to use Eq. (14) when the horizontal grid spacing is larger t
the vertical, or vice versa with Eq. (13). The difference in the f
mulations results from the assumption that convective moti
are resolved when the horizontal and vertical grid spacings
of comparable scale and when the grid spacing is sufficie
small to capture the circulations. When the horizontal and ve
cal spacing differ, and the convective motions are not resol
artificially large diffusion is needed for numerical stability an
to reproduce the vertical mixing that is not resolved. Note t
Eq. (14) does not require symmetry of the stress tensor:u′i u

′
j 6=

u′i u
′
j in general. The stress tensor is symmetric in the formula

Eq. (13).
The mixing coefficients may be diagnosed four different wa

depending upon the user’s preference. Two of the scheme
high-order closures which prognose turbulent kinetic ene
(TKE) and use TKE to determine the mixing coefficients (Mel
and Yamada 1982, Deardorff 1972). The remaining two sche
are lower order closures based upon the local strain and d
mation (Smagorinsky 1963).

When the horizontal grid spacing is small, the eddy mix
coefficient for the low-order closure is written

Km · n̂ = ρCx1xCz1z{S3+ FH [max(0,−N2)]0.5}
× [max(0, 1− αRi )]

0.5, (15)

where

Kh = αKm. (16)

Cx andCz are coefficients, which multiply the grid spacing
obtain the horizontal and vertical mixing length scales, resp
tively. Canonically, these coefficients are given a value of
FH may be set to 0 or 1 to activate an optional enhancem
of vertical mixing proportional to the Brunt–Vaisala frequen
(N2) in convectively unstable cases.Ri is the Richardson numbe
andα is the ratio of the scalar to momentum mixing coefficien
which is specified by the user (canonically set to 3.0). Fina
S3 is the magnitude of the rate-of-strain tensor, the compon
of which are given by the bracketed term on the right-hand s
of Eq. (13).

For larger grid spacings, the low-order closure for the ho
zontal mixing coefficient is
Km · n̂ = ρo max[K ∗, (Cx1x)2{SH }0.5], (17)
, AND MICHAELS
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wheren̂ is either̂i or ĵ . K∗ is a minimum value of the horizonta
momentum mixing coefficient given by

K ∗ = 0.075K A
(
1x4/3

)
, (18)

whereKA is a user-specified coefficient with a canonical va
of 1.0.SH is the magnitude of the rate-of-strain tensor compu
setting all terms with a vertical element (i, j = 3) equal to zero.

The low-order closure for the vertical mixing coefficients is
given by Eq. (15), butzreplacesx for all terms and S1 replaces S3
and is given by the magnitude of the right-hand side of Eq. (
with i = 1, 2 andj = 3.

The higher order closures involve the prognostication of
bulent kinetic energy (TKE). TKE is advected as a tracer
the model so that the mixing coefficients are based upon T
generated or dissipated locally plus that advected into the
box. A modified form of the closure proposed by Mellor a
Yamada (1982) is used to compute the vertical mixing coe
cients when the horizontal grid spacing is large. The horizo
scheme remains the same as for the low-order closure.

The prognostic equation for TKE is given by

Dē

Dt
= ∇ · (Ke∇ē)+ SHEAR+ BUOY+ DIS, (19)

wheree is TKE, andSHEAR, BUOY, andDISare shear produc
tion, buoyancy generation, and dissipation of TKE, respectiv
The formulation of these source and sink terms follows tha
Mellor and Yamada’s (1982) level 2.5 closure scheme.

The shear production is given by

SHEAR= Km

[(
∂u

∂x

)2

+
(
∂v

∂y

)2]
. (20)

The buoyancy production term is given by the product of
horizontal scalar mixing coefficient (Kh) with the Brunt–Vaisala
frequency, and the dissipation term is given by

DIS= aεe
1.5l−1. (21)

The turbulent length scale,l, is given by

l = k(z+ zo)

1+ k(z+ zo)/ l∞
(22)

and

l∞ = 0.1

∫ H
0 z
√

e dz∫ H
0

√
e dz

, (23)
wherek is the Von Karman constant,zo is the roughness length,
and H is the top of the model. The length scale in stable conditions
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is clipped following Andreet al. (1978) so that

l ≤ 0.75

[
2e

N2

]0.5

. (24)

The mixing coefficients are obtained from the expressions

Km = Sml
√

2e

Kh = Shl
√

2e (25)

Ke = Sel
√

2e,

whereSh and Sm are algebraic expressions involving vertic
gradients ofu, v, andθ nondimensionalized by turbulent kinet
energy and the mixing length.

2. Radiation

The radiation parameterization in MRAMS is taken from t
NASA Ames general circulation model as described by Hab
et al. (1999) and Pollacket al. (1990). The parameterizatio
includes the radiative effects of CO2 gas, suspended dust, an
water ice clouds at both thermal and infrared wavelengths. C
microphysics are not yet active in MRAMS so that the radiat
effect of clouds is currently not considered. The MRAMS v
sion of the radiation parameterization presently requires the
to specify a fixed dust optical depth, which is uniform across
domain at a given pressure (611 Pa). Future versions of the m
will account for variable dust concentrations via advection, du
lifting, and deposition.

As described by Pollacket al. (1990), many of the radiation
calculations are done off-line, the results of which are utiliz
by the radiation parameterization via cubic spline interpolat
from multidimensional look-up tables. At solar wavelength
heating due to the absorption of CO2 gas is computed first. The
remaining flux is used to calculate heating by dust. The
heating rates are then added together. CO2 absorption is based o
equivalent width formulae for the near infrared CO2 bands. For
dust, a net solar flux table is generated off-line using a doub
code and scattering properties determined from Viking Lan
sky brightness measurements. The net flux depends on tota
optical depth, dust optical depth to the level in question, so
zenith angle, and albedo.

Infrared heating is calculated within and outside the 15µm
CO2 band. Within the 15µm band, dust and CO2 gas emis-
sivities are calculated and then combined assuming no spe
correlation. Outside the 15µm band, only dust contributes to th
radiation fields. Dust emissivities were calculated off-line us
a two-stream code and assuming the single scattering prope
described in Haberleet al.(1982). Emissivities for CO2 were ob-
tained by performing line-by-line calculations for a wide ran

of temperatures and pressures, which were then placed in a m
tidimensional look-up table.
PHERIC MODELING SYSTEM 233
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3. Surface Layer

The flux of heat and momentum from the surface to the atm
sphere adheres to the basic principles of Monin–Obukhov s
larity theory as described by Louis (1979) following the earl
work of Bussinger (1971). The solution typically requires
iterative solution (Lewellen and Teske 1973), but a nonitera
analytic approximation described by Manton and Cotton (19
is used in MRAMS. The heat and momentum fluxes are writ
as

u∗θ∗ = a2u1θFh

(
z

zo
, Ri

)
(26)

u2
∗ = a2u2Fm

(
z

zo
, Ri

)
, (27)

where

a2 = k2(
ln
(

z
zo

))2 , (28)

and1θ is the difference between the lowest level model
mosphere potential temperature and the ground tempera
Fm,h are functions of the Richardson number, normalized mo
height, and empirically determined constants. The functions
modified for stable versus unstable conditions. As in the cas
many of the constants in the turbulence closure, the const
supplied here assume universality or a similarity to Earth.

4. Soil Model

The soil model assumes that energy transfer below the sur
is due solely to conduction. At the atmosphere–soil interfa
radiation and turbulent energy fluxes also contribute. The ene
flux at levelz below the surface is given by

F(z 6= 0)= k
∂Ts

∂z
. (29)

The flux at the surface is given by

F(z= 0)= εσT4
s + (1−α)SW↓ + LW ↓ + k

∂Ts

∂z
+ w′T ′,

(30)

whereTs is the soil temperature,α is the soil albedo,k is the
thermal conductivity, andε is the soil emissivity. The short and
long wave radiation fluxes are provided by the radiation para
eterization, and the turbulent heat flux is provided by the surf
layer parameterization. The change in soil temperature is t
given by
ul- ∂Ts

∂t
= − 1

ρCp

∂F

∂z
. (31)
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Note: the density and heat capacity in Eq. (31) refer to tha
the soil and not the atmosphere. The conductivity, density,
heat capacity can be specified as constant throughout the
given a vertical variation, or they can be varied horizontally a
vertically. The square root of the product of conductivity and v
umetric heat capacity is the soil thermal inertia, which is thou
to vary by over an order of magnitude from 20 to 400 units o
the surface of the planet. Thermal conductivity is retrieved
taking the thermal emission spectrometer (TES) thermal ine
data set and fixing volumetric heat capacity at a constant va
Fixing the heat capacity and solving for conductivity was c
sen over fixing the conductivity and solving for the heat capa
since the conductivity is thought to vary more widely than
heat capacity (Christiansen and Moore 1992). The soil alb
is usually obtained by interpolation from the Mars Consorti
data set, although any gridded data set can be used.

Presently, the effect of CO2 phase changes at the ground a
not considered in the surface heat budget. This limits the a
cability of the model in regions where this process is import
A surface sublimation/deposition scheme is expected in fu
versions of the model.

C. Computational Grids

All MRAMS computational grids are of the Arakawa C-typ
as shown in Fig. 2. Thermodynamic variables and tracer spe
are staggered by one-half a vertical grid box below the vert
velocity, and theu andv wind components are at the same le
as the thermodynamic variables but staggered horizontall
one-half of a horizontal grid box.

Unlike most GCMs, the MRAMS grid is not regularly spac
in latitude and longitude. Instead, the modeling domain is p
jected onto an oblique polar–stereographic projection with c
FIG. 2. The MRAMS computational grid based upon an Arakawa C-ty
grid.
, AND MICHAELS
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stant linear distance spacing on the projection. Conseque
the actual domain is an irregularly spaced grid, and map sca
factors must be included in all horizontal derivatives. The p
point of the projection is user specified, but generally lies cl
to the center of the domain. Also, the domain is regional
global.

The vertical coordinate is a terrain-influenced sigma-z coor-
dinate defined by

σ (z) = H

(
z− ZT

H − ZT

)
, (32)

whereH is the height of the model top andZT is the topo-
graphical height based upon the reference geoid. The ver
grid spacing is user specified and is generally prescribed a
stant geometrical stretching factor defined as the ratio of the
spacing between adjacent vertical levels. Setting the ration to
provides a uniformly spaced vertical domain. Typically, valu
between 1.0 and 1.2 are used to provide a higher density of
tical levels near the surface. Finally, a maximum vertical g
spacing is often prescribed to prevent the geometrical stretc
from generating undesirably large grid spacing at high levels
some situations, it may be desirable to have high vertical res
tion at locations other than near the surface. Consequently
user may also specify the model levels explicitly.

MRAMS has two-way interactive nested grids (Clark a
Farley 1984). A nested grid is a grid of finer grid spacing t
lies within a coarser parent grid. The physics are solved firs
the parent grid and then on the fine grid using the parent
values as boundary conditions. In the cases where a smaller
step is used on the fine grid, the parent grid values supplying
boundary condition are linearly interpolated in time.

Two-way nesting involves sending back to the parent g
the averaged fine grid solution. Nested grids allow the use
concentrate computational power where it is needed, while
multaneously saving computational time where it is not. Nes
is typically done horizontally, but vertical nesting, or a com
nation of both, may be selected.

An infinite number of nested grids may be utilized in
MRAMS simulation, but there is a practical limit. Since th
Courant–Friedrichs–Levy (CFL) stability condition is a fun
tion of grid spacing, the model time step on each nested gr
generally reduced from the parent grid value, and the reduc
must be an integral factor. For each parent grid model time s
the physics must be solved two or three times on the nested
In practice, computational speed limits the number of nes
grids to 5 or 6, which can involve 20 or more innermost n
time steps for the outermost nest time step.

D. Computational Techniques

1. Integration

Acoustic and gravity waves are solutions to the model eq

petions. Direct integration of the equations would require a time
step adequate to prevent numerical instability associated with
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these fast waves. To improve model efficiency, the dynam
equations are split into two sets of equations. The first set ha
its solutions the fast waves and is solved over a short time s
The second set represents the slow solutions and is solved o
longer time step that is an integer multiple of the short time s
Although retaining the acoustic mode in the equations may s
computationally inefficient, removing sound waves through,
example, the anelastic approximation requires the solution
complicated elliptical equation for pressure (Pielke 1984). T
costs of retaining acoustic waves and solving the elliptic pres
equation are comparable. The details of this procedure ma
found in Tripoli and Cotton (1982) and Klemp and Wilhelms
(1978).

Integration of the model equations in time and space is p
formed using forward time differencing of potential tempe
ture, and leapfrog differencing ofπ and velocity. Advection is
done by casting the advection term in mass flux form to be
conserve mass and momentum. The user may choose betw
second- or sixth-order forward advection operator as descr
by Trembacket al. (1987).

2. Initialization and Boundary Conditions

a. Horizontal homogeneity.MRAMS may be initialized in
two different ways. First, the atmospheric domain may be init
ized horizontally homogeneously based upon a single sound
In this case atmospheric properties are constant along a con
height surface throughout the domain. If topography is inclu
in this type of simulation, the higher topography will interse
the homogeneous atmospheric layers resulting in gradients a
the surface. The single initialization is often beneficial for co
ducting idealized simulations.

The user may choose a variety of boundary conditions w
a horizontally homogeneous initialization is selected. The w
component normal to the horizontal boundary is obtained fr
the radiative boundary condition

∂u

∂t
= −(u+ c)

∂u

∂x
, (33)

whereu is the normal velocity component andc is a phase speed
The phase speed,c, may be selected in four ways. The simple

form is for the user to set the phase speed. Typically a valu
the range of gravity wave phase speed propagation is sele
which should allow for gravity waves to exit the domain wi
a minimum amount of reflection. The second method is to
the phase speed equal to the ratio of the time derivative to
spatial derivative following Orlanski (1976). Another possibili
is to assign the phase speed the vertically integrated ave
of the phase speed computed with the Orlanski method.
final possibility is to use cyclic boundary conditions. The lat
condition is most often used for large eddy simulations. Wh
using cyclic boundary conditions, topography and other forci

must be periodic within the domain to prevent discontinuity (an
most likely a dominance of nonphysical model solutions). Th
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first method of choosing a phase speed is typically selected,
the other options being employed if significant boundary no
develops, or if a cyclic simulation is desired.

Variables other than the normal component of velocity
prescribed in one of four ways: (1) zero gradient inflow and o
flow; (2) zero gradient inflow and radiative outflow; (3) consta
inflow and radiative outflow; (4) constant inflow and outflo
The first option is typically selected.

Vertical velocity may be set to zero at the model top (a wa
Alternatively, a radiative condition may be applied, which r
duces the reflection of gravity waves propagating through
domain boundary. Whether selecting a wall or radiative bou
ary, an absorbing (sponge) layer may be applied. The absor
layer relaxes the variable back to the base state over a
able time scale and over a user-determined absorbing la
The user specifies the minimum time scale, which is valid
the model top. The time scale increases linearly to an effec
value of infinity at the bottom of the absorbing layer. In the sin
sounding initialization, the base state is constant in time.

b. Variable initialization. The second method by which
MRAMS may be initialized is through a variable initializatio
technique in which one or more data sets are blended and inte
lated to the computational domain. When variable initializat
is selected, time-dependent boundary conditions must als
computed from data rather than numerically specified as is d
with the homogeneous initialization.

The isentropic analysis (ISAN) package is front-end co
to MRAMS that objectively analyzes and interpolates data
the MRAMS computational domain. Three basic types of d
may be ingested by ISAN: gridded, sounding, or point obs
vations. The standard gridded data input is from the NA
Ames general circulation model. The GCM data is onσ -pressure
surfaces. These data are then horizontally interpolated to
MRAMS polar stereographic projection via a bilinear interp
lation scheme. The topography for MRAMS is locally higher
lower than the GCM because MRAMS is at higher resolut
and utilizes a higher resolution topographical data set. Co
quently, the vertical mapping of the GCM data to MRAMS
more involved than the horizontal interpolation. The vertical
terpolation to the MRAMS coordinate has been modified fr
the original terrestrial code as follows: Potential temperat
and wind components in MRAMS are determined using
transformation

χR(Z) = χG[Z − δ(Z)], (34)

where

δ(Z) = −(Z − h)
(1topo)

H
(35)

and
d
e h = H + topoR. (36)
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χ is the model variable undergoing transformation,Z is the
height above the geoid,1topo is the difference between MRAMS
and GCM topography,topoR is the height of MRAMS topogra-
phy above the geoid, andH is a distance above the topograp
of MRAMS where the MRAMS and GCM properties are a
sumed identical. WhenZ > h, δ is set to 0. It can be seen th
for Z= topoR (the surface in MRAMS) thatδ = 1topo, and the
surface value in MRAMS is set equal to the surface value
the GCM. WhenZ= h, thenδ= 0, and the MRAMS value atZ
above the geoid is equal to the GCM value atZ above the geoid
The net effect is a transformation where the atmospheric st
ture near the surface in the GCM is preserved in the transla
to the MRAMS coordinate. This transformation is applied
T, U, and V. The pressure on the MRAMS grid is obtained
a hydrostatic integration downward from the model top wh
MRAMS and GCM pressure are identical.

The terrestrial vertical interpolation scheme was modified
the manner described above because the original scheme
ployed isentropic analysis (and thus, the term ISAN). Wh
isentropic analysis is suitable for Earth, it is not appropri
for an atmosphere that becomes highly stable at night and
peradiabatic during the day. Furthermore, the terrestrial c
assumed a “standard” lapse rate for reduction of data to m
heights located below the observational or gridded data.
lapse rate on Mars is highly variable and utilizing a “standa
lapse rate on Mars (assuming one could define one) woul
highly suspect.

Sounding information, such as that which may be deriv
from remote sensing instruments, or surface observations
be included in the analysis. However, the sounding and sur
data must be consistent with the gridded data from the GC
In general, this requirement precludes the use of observe
mospheric data (e.g, TES and Radio Science) with the grid
GCM data; the GCM data represent the instantaneous sta
the atmosphere in the GCM, while observational data repre
the actual instantaneous state of the atmosphere. Single so
ing initializations using TES or Radio Science can be conduc
as previously discussed.

Lateral boundary conditions are obtained following Dav
(1983). The user selects a boundary region (specified as a
ber of grid points) over which the model fields will be nudg
towards the gridded analysis file. The strength of the weigh
is a function of a user-selected time scale, and distance f
the boundary. Points closest to the boundary are nudged m
strongly than interior points within the boundary region. A si
ilar technique is used for the top boundary.

III. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

A. Mars Pathfinder Landing Site

The increased data resolution of Mars’ surface characte

tics obtained by the Mars Global Surveyor are well suited f
use in high resolution models such as MRAMS. The meteo
, AND MICHAELS
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logical surface observations from the Mars Pathfinder land
site (MPFLS) make a mesoscale modeling study of the regio
candidate for evaluation of model performance and model
idation.

The MPFLS simulation presented here utilizes 1/2 degree
Mars orbiter laser altimeter (MOLA) topographical data and 1/8
degree resolution thermal inertia. Presently, the surface alb
and roughness length are fixed at 0.16 and 5.0 cm, respecti
The albedo value is identical to the value at the MPFLS in
NASA Ames GCM simulation that was used to initialize th
model. The surface roughness was selected somewhat arbit
and is based upon the subjective visual inspection of sur
photographs at the landing site. The capability for varying th
surface properties is a model feature, but this option was
utilized for this simulation. A constant soil density of 1790 kg/m3

and a soil specific heat capacity of 795 J kg−1 K−1 are used to
obtain soil conductivity values from thermal inertia values
previously described.

The computational domain, centered on the MPFLS
(19.33◦N, 33.55◦W), consists of 55×55 points in the horizontal
with a grid spacing of 60 km and 47 points in the vertical with t
lowest level at 7 m above the surface. The vertical grid spaci
is gradually stretched with height from 15 m near the surfac
a maximum spacing of 750 m. The total height of the domain
approximately 22 km.

All references to time in this simulation and those that follo
are in Mars sols or hours unless explicitly stated otherwise
Mars sol is taken to be 88,775.2 Earth seconds, and a Mars
is taken to be 1/24 of a sol. Model time is the local time at th
center of the modeling domain.

Initial fields and boundary conditions (imposed every s
hours) for the simulation are obtained by processing output fr
the NASA Ames Mars GCM through ISAN (Figs. 3a–3c). Th
model run was started before sunrise (0530 local) at Ls = 142
and continued for approximately 3 sols. In order to evalu
model performance and validity, a portion of the Mars Pathfin
data set was used, roughly 4 sols in length and beginning a
proximately Ls = 142. The dust optical depth of the MRAMS
simulation was set identical to that used in the GCM simulat
(τ = 0.3) in order to maintain as much consistency as po
ble between the MRAMS solution and the initial and bounda
conditions.

Comparing the temperatures observed by MPF and that
dicted by MRAMS over time, it is clear that MRAMS slightly
underpredicts the maximum temperature by about 5 K, but
in better agreement with respect to the minimum tempera
(Fig. 4). The difference in the maximum temperature may
entirely attributable to the extrapolation technique required
reduce the lowest model level (∼7 m) to the Pathfinder ob-
servation level (1.27 m). A simple linear extrapolation bas
upon the modeled lapse rate was used. Realistically, the su
layer temperature profile is closer to exponential, which wo

or
ro-
suggest that the modeled maximum temperature is in much bet-
ter agreement with the observations. The shape of the modeled
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FIG. 3. Initial conditions derived by processing NASA Ames GCM gridd
data through ISAN. a) surface temperature (K), b) wind vectors with underl
shaded topography (m), c) surface pressure (hPa). MPFLS is located
middle of the domain.

temperature record is also in good agreement with obse
tions, including the gradual cooling during the early morn

hours and the occasional small departures in the hours prio
sunrise.
PHERIC MODELING SYSTEM 237
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We note that in Fig. 4 the GCM temperature was not reduced
the observation height, which would have produced significan
better agreement with the observations. However, the GCM te
perature record suffers from convective adjustment, which p
duces a noticeable “sharkfin” appearance. Since MRAMS
nonhydrostatic and does not utilize convective adjustment,
shape of the temperature record is more realistic.

Unfortunately, the small perturbations in modeled tempe
ture in the early morning hours may be due to nonphysical
havior. We have found that the turbulent diffusion parameteriz
tion becomes increasingly ineffective as the stability increas
The turbulent mixing coefficients are so small prior to sunri
that mixing is strongly inhibited (a correct physical respons
However, diffusion is also required to damp numerical instab
ities. In the case of the MRAMS, the diffusion parameterizati
is unable to fully damp 21x noise (a nonphysical response
The early morning temperature record may be influenced by
insufficient numerical diffusion, although we suspect the p
turbations are not entirely due to numerical noise. Compl
removal of the 21x noise requires artificially increasing the
diffusion beyond the predicted values, which has detrimen
impacts on the results. For example, in a sensitivity experim
where mixing coefficients were kept artificially high, the pre
dicted maximum temperature was reduced. We are presently
ploring options and solutions to this dilemma (e.g., Forgetet al.
1999).

A few experiments that test the sensitivity of temperature
changes in thermal inertia and albedo have been conducted.
results (not shown) indicate that a better agreement betw
the modeled and observed temperature may be obtained by
justing these parameters. In particular, since we are diagno
the soil diffusivity from the thermal inertia by holding soil den
sity and heat capacity constant, there is considerable room

FIG. 4. Time series of temperatures from MPF ASI/MET experiment
1.27 m, MRAMS with lapse rate extrapolation from 7 to 1.27 m, and GCM a

r totemperature (∼40 m) without reduction to surface. Sharkfin appearance of GCM
temperature results from convective adjustment.
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FIG. 5. Wind comparisons. Wind speed (a) from MRAMS lowest mod
level (short dash), MPF ASI/MET (solid), and GCM lowest model level (lo
dash). Wind direction (b) from MRAMS (short dash), MPF ASI/MET (solid
and GCM (long dash). NO elevation corrections were performed on model
Accuracy of observational data is unknown (see text).

adjustment while simultaneously using the TES thermal ine
as a constraint. Our assumption of uniform density and hea
pacity is clearly in error, although the magnitude of the erro
unknown. An independent data set of soil density or heat ca
ity would be extremely useful and would help to eliminate t
uncertainty. It is possible that the underprediction of tempe
ture by MRAMS is due to a poor choice of albedo and therm
inertia rather than to a flaw in the temperature extrapolation

MRAMS horizontal wind speeds are generally less than th
observed (Fig. 5a). Wind data were obtained via a personal c
munication with J. Murphy (2000). These data are not hig
reliable as wind retrieval algorithms for the ASI/MET data a
still under development.
Possible reasons for the low model wind speeds include
accurate observations for comparison, excessive friction cau
, AND MICHAELS
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by too large a roughness length, and excessive model diffus
We conducted a sensitivity study in which the roughness len
was reduced to approximately 1.0 cm and we found only a sm
increase in the wind speed. Thus, roughness length canno
tirely account for the discrepancy between the model and
observations. The timing of the daily wind speed extrema i
agreement with MPF. Predicted wind direction agrees with
servations until the atmosphere stabilizes after sunset (Fig.
MPF data show the wind direction rotating a full 360 degre
per sol. Much of that rotation takes place within a few m
tian hours when the wind speed is low. That being the case
simulated wind speed is near 0 at the time of the directio
shift, which would mask the shift. The discrepancy may also
due to the errors involved in representing the MPFLS with
topographical data at 60 km grid spacing. For example, the m
wind vector’s two grid points to the south of MPF are tur
ing in agreement with observations. Decreasing the model
spacing may bring the model in better agreement with obse
tions.

Atmospheric pressure as simulated in MRAMS resolves
general diurnal cycle (Fig. 6). The offset in mean pressure
tween the model and observations results from a differenc
model topography from the actual elevation, and from the un
tainty in total atmospheric mass, which influences the initial a
boundary conditions derived from the GCM. The MRAMS pre
sure cycle amplitude is smaller than observations, and semi
nal tidal signatures are not represented. The NASA Ames G
has had difficulty in reproducing the amplitude of the diurn
pressure cycle (Haberleet al.1999). Since MRAMS utilizes the
GCM output for boundary conditions and the GCM radiati
code, it is not surprising that the MRAMS pressure amplitu

FIG. 6. Time series of surface pressure for MRAMS (short dash), GC
(long dash), and MPF/ASIMET (solid). The GCM and consequently MRAM
lacks the observed pressure cycle amplitude. MRAMS lacks a semidiurnal
component as expected from the smaller domain and aliasing of the tida

in-
sed
nature in the boundary conditions. Offsets result from differences in elevation
between the models and observation.
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are too small. It is also not surprising that MRAMS fails to ca
ture the tidal signatures, since these are generated on a plan
scale well beyond the scope of the MRAMS domain. It m
be possible to more closely represent tidal effects in MRA
by supplying boundary conditions more frequently (e.g., ev
hour rather than every 6 hours). Alternatively, it may be po
ble to develop a tidal parameterization. It is also likely that ti
components have a small effect on the strongly forced meso
thermal and topographic circulations in which case the tides
be ignored to a good approximation.

The vertical profile of temperature at selected times is sh
in Fig. 7a. The model profiles are in general agreement with
pectations and previous studies, most of which are at the Vi
Lander 1 and 2 sites (Haberleet al.1993, Seiff 1993, Seiff and
Kirk 1977). The Pathfinder entry profile terminates at 8 km AG
and is therefore unavailable for comparison. At night, a str
radiation inversion is present. Radio occultations at 0400 lo
time are consistent with the model temperature profiles. The
version is quickly eroded after sunrise. By midafternoon (15

local), the low levels are superadiabatic to a depth of approxi-

. Profiles

One of the most striking results from the simulation is the large
ing
mately 4 km. After sunset (2130 local), the radiation inversion

FIG. 7. Model vertical profiles of temperature (a) and wind speed (b) at the MPF landing site for various times during the last sol of the simulation

spatial variability of afternoon temperatures in the model
are as expected except for the development of the two-layer inversion se
time-dependent pressure values.
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quickly redevelops leaving a nearly adiabatic residual mi
layer above.

An obvious feature in the profiles is the two-layer noctur
inversion present in the early morning hours (0530 local). T
feature develops gradually over time and indicates that w
radiation is the primary controlling factor in determining te
perature (Gierasch and Goody 1968), advection and turb
mixing may play a significant role. To our knowledge this fe
ture is not present in the radio occultation profiles in this area
the resolution of the Radio Science data near the ground an
time of observation (∼0400 local) are not ideal for identificatio
of this feature.

Concomitant with the development of the two-layer invers
is the growth of a strong southwesterly low-level jet (Fig. 7
Peak winds are near 18 m/s. It is not clear at this time whethe
development of the jet is dynamically linked with the thermo
namic profile in the inversion. Blumsacket al. (1973), Yeet al.
(1990), and Savij¨arvi and Siili (1993) found a similar low-leve
jet in simulations of slope flows on Mars.
veral hours prior to sunrise. Height scale is approximate, because it is a function of
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FIG. 8. Surface temperature during the last sol of the MPF landing
simulation at t= 0530 (a), t= 1530 (b), t= 2130 (c). Surface temperature

remarkably variable during the afternoon. Some 21x noise is evident in the
stable nighttime air as discussed in the text.
, AND MICHAELS

ite

domain (Figs. 8a–8c). The variability is partly a result of var
tions in thermal inertia. However, a second and important ef
is that of topography. Regions with relatively flat topograp
such as the area immediately north of the MPFLS, tend to h
relatively homogeneous temperatures. Areas of complex to
raphy have the most variability. This result is somewhat
expected, because radiation flux convergence is the dom
heating term and is roughly independent of moderate cha
in elevation. Clearly, according to MRAMS, a one-dimensio
model of equilibrium temperature has questionable validity
complex topography; advection (horizontal and vertical) of h
may be playing a significant role in the energy budget. Un
tunately, the limitedin situ temperature measurements that
available are all in regions of relatively flat terrain. The proces
that are producing the variability are still unknown, but effo
are underway to determine the root cause. We do not rule ou
possibility of numerical error in these regions of complex a
steep topography. Hopefully, future Mars missions will prov
greater insight into the behavior of temperature in region
complex terrain.

The modeled wind field is driven primarily by thermal for
ing (Figs. 9a–9c), although topographic channeling is evid
Prior to sunrise, the winds blow downslope (Fig. 9a). Dur
the day, winds blow upslope (Fig. 9b). The most noticeable
ample of upslope flow is in the southwest corner of the mo
domain in the direction of Tharsis. Peak winds are on the ord
20 m/s. There is also a noticeable south wind blowing from
canyon lowlands immediately south of the MPFLS. Peak wi
in this area are also on the order of 20 m/s. The MPFLS is
der the influence of weaker (10 m/s) winds blowing towards
highlands located to the east.

Once the sun sets (2130 local) the wind field quickly rever
Strong katabatic winds develop and blow towards lower top
raphy. Figure 9c captures the flow field at about the time
this wind reversal. Upslope flow is still evident in the Thar
region in the very southwest corner of the domain, but far
down the slope the wind is weak and blowing downslope.
highlands to the east of the MPFLS already have a mode
katabatic wind flow pattern. By morning (0530 local) the ka
batic downslope winds are reestablished and well develo
(Fig. 9a).

The MPFLS is, coincidentally, in a position where many
the mesoscale topographic flows intersect and interact. One
sible explanation for the small nocturnal temperature variat
is the passage of mesoscale fronts associated with air m
originating from higher topography to the east and west.

B. Two-Dimensional Mountain Waves
and Thermal Circulations

1. Background

Gravity waves are ubiquitous wherever wind encounters

pography in a stable atmosphere. Under certain conditions, the
waves may become highly amplified and nonlinear. On Earth,
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FIG. 9. Same as Fig. 8, but for wind vectors and underlying topogra
(shaded).

large amplitude gravity waves are often associated with dow
lope windstorms. Linear theory of stationary, small amplitu

flow over two-dimensional or infinitely long barriers with simpl
and smooth topography on Earth is fairly well understood (t
PHERIC MODELING SYSTEM 241
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“mountain wave problem”). An excellent treatment of mou
tain wave dynamics can be found in Durran (1986). Magalhaes
and Young (1995) obtained analytical solutions of the “moun
wave problem” subject to idealized martian atmospheric cha
teristics and suggested that these waves may also produce s
winds on and near the surface of Mars.

Linear theory demonstrates that the vertical structure o
mountain-induced stationary gravity wave is a function of
Scorer parameter,l, which is defined as

l 2 = N2

U2
− 1

U

d2U

dz2
. (35)

N2 is the static stability (Br¨unt–Väisälä frequency) andU is
the mean horizontal wind speed. If the topography is dec
posed into spectral components, then the vertical structur
the waves forced by the wave numberk of the topography in a
homogeneous (one-layer) atmosphere is given by

ŵi (z) =
{

Ai eµz+ Bi e−µz k > l

A′i cosmz+ B′i sinmz k< l
, (36)

whereµ2 = −m2 = k2− l2, andm is the vertical wave numbe
When k> l the wave amplitude decreases or increases e
nentially with height. In a one-layer atmosphere the grow
solution is eliminated by physical considerations. Ifk< l, then
the structure is oscillatory with no loss in amplitude. The t
regimes are referred to as evanescent (or external) and vert
propagating (or internal), respectively. For a fixed atmosph
structure (l ), the characteristic wavelength of the ridge (k) de-
termines the solution.

The generalization of the problem to a multilayer atmosph
requires the solution of a second-order differential equation w
variable coefficients. The solution is difficult to obtain analy
cally. An indication of the effect, however, may be achieved
considering a two-layer atmosphere. In the lowest layer, wa
may be internal or external and are permitted to amplify w
height. In the second uppermost layer, the waves may be int
or external, but they may not amplify with height due to ph
ical considerations. Additionally, waves propagating from
lower level can reflect off the interface between the two lay
Downward propagating waves can also reflect off the surf
Superposition of upward and downward propagating waves
produce trapped lee waves. Additional solutions are poss
depending on how the Scorer parameter changes betwee
layers.

2. Numerical Experiment Design

A number of two-dimensional experiments are describ
which demonstrate the behavior of flow impinging upon
e
he
idealized mountain barrier. The basic grid design is the same for
all simulations: 500 m horizontal grid spacing and 15 m vertical
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grid spacing at the lowest level stretched geometrically by a
tor of 1.2 to a maximum of 1000 m for a total of 47 vertical poin
The model top extends to approximately 20 km with the last f
vertical layers acting as an absorbing layer to limit wave refl
tion off the model top. The horizontal domain is 200 grid poin
or 10 km. The time step varies from 2 to 5 s depending upon th
simulation. A bell-shaped mountain given analytically by

h(x) = hoa2

a2+ x2
, (37)

wherea is the half-width of the mountain is used as the low
boundary condition. The maximum height,ho, is set equal to
1000 m in all simulations.

The atmosphere is initialized in two basic ways: (1) co
stant Scorer parameter with height (Type I simulation), and
atmosphere with diurnal variation (Type II simulation). The fir
type of initialization encompasses simulations designed for c
parison with theoretical and analytical theory and without
complications of a variable and time-dependent Scorer par
eter induced by radiative forcing. Three representative Typ
simulations are presented that span the range of solutions.

The idealized Type I experiments demonstrate the ability
the model to produce results consistent with theory. Due to
short radiative time constant of the martian atmosphere, h
ever, the lower atmosphere is anything but homogeneous an
static stability and winds may change dramatically over sm
time scales. The Type II simulation examines the dynamic
sponse under a diurnally varying atmosphere. The Type II sim
lation is initialized with a presunrise profile, which is construct
by taking a sounding from the NASA Ames GCM grid poi
closest to the MPF landing site at Ls= 140.

a. Results. Table I displays the key parameters for the sim
lations presented in this section. The Type I experiments prog
through the cases wherel > a−1 to l ≈ a−1 and finally tol <
a−1 for each of the idealized atmospheric initializations, whi
correspond to Experiments I-1, I-2, and I-3, respectively.

The Fourier spectrum of the topographical height is given

F(h) = aho

2
e−ka, (38)

TABLE I
Summary of Mountain Wave Simulations

U Dominant
Experiment N2 (s−2) (m/s) l (m−1) 1/a (m−1) solution

Type I 1 1.e−4 10 10−3 2.5× 10−4 Vertically
propagating

2 1.e−5 10 3.1× 10−4 2.5× 10−4 Mixed
3 1.e−5 20 1.6× 10−4 3.3× 10−4 Damped

Type II 1 Varies in 10 Varies in 2.5× 10−4 Varies in
space and space and space and

time time time
, AND MICHAELS
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wherek is the wavenumber. According to (38), the mountain w
force a continuous spectrum of waves, but the dominant wa
correspond to the largest Fourier amplitudes, which e-fold
k = a−1. Theory suggests the dominant solution can be fo
by comparing the Scorer parameter witha−1. Figure 10 dis-
plays the horizontal and vertical wind speed for the Type I s
ulations. Note that the entire vertical domain is not displayed
that the structure near the surface can be more closely exam
Experiment I-1 exhibits a dominant vertically propagating wa
with a vertical wavelength of about 4 km. Experiment I-2 a
displays vertical propagation, but only the longest horizon
wavelengths exhibit this feature; the shorter horizontal wa
lengths seen in I-1 are damped out. In Experiment I-3, nearl
waves are damped.

Consistent with observations on Earth, the greatest incr
in horizontal wind speed relative to the background flow is o
served with the large amplitude vertical propagating waves.
background wind speed is accelerated by approximately a fa
of 2 in I-1. Also apparent in I-1 are turbulent rotor circulations
the lee of the mountain at the surface. Within the rotors, the
tical shear of the horizontal wind is very strong: approximat
0.025 s−1. The vertical velocity is also greatest in I-1. Peak v
tical velocity magnitudes are 2.5 m/s, and the vertical veloc
circulations within the rotors are comparable to those associ
with the mountain wave. There is little or no acceleration of
background wind in I-2 and I-3, and the vertical velocity pert
bations are also much smaller in magnitude than those of I-

Focus is now given to the behavior of a more realis
martian atmosphere (Experiment II-1), which is achieved
activating the radiation parameterization absent in Experim
I-1 through I-3. The three-sol simulation exhibits flow regim
that are nearly repeatable from one sol to the next. We exam
the last two sols of the three-sol simulation to eliminate conce
over model spin-up.

Prior to sunrise (0530 local) on the second sol (Fig. 11
nearly laminar flow is found upstream of the mountain. In
lowest 500 m on the windward slope a shallow katabatic fl
in excess of 6 m/s is present. This flow is in opposition to
10 m/s west wind located directly above and is confined be
the top of the nocturnal inversion. The result is an intense s
zone at the top of the inversion (approximately 500 m AG
Even in this strong shear, the atmosphere is so stable tha
flow remains nearly laminar. A 1–2 km deep west wind in exc
of 22 m/s extends from the ridge top, along the lee slope,
over 40 km into the plains. This strong flow results from t
juxtaposition of the downslope katabatic wind and the mounta
wave induced downslope wind. The strong shear zone pre
to the east of the ridge is not found on the leeward slope.

Directly over the mountain ridge at 5 to 6 km above t
surface, the atmosphere becomes highly turbulent. Exam
tion of the model spin-up phase (not shown) clearly shows
the origin of this turbulence is the breaking of internal grav

waves. For example, folding and overturning of the isotropic sur-
faces is evident. Once the waves break, a critical level (level of
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FIG. 10. Horizontal wind (left column) and vertical velocity (right column) for idealized mountain wave experiments I-1 through I-3. The entire vertical
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domain is not displayed so that details near the surface can be more easily

wind reversal) develops, which strongly limits the propagati
of waves. This so-called self-induced critical level traps mo
of the wave energy below, which results in acceleration of
mean flow downstream of the mountain. In a linear model,
critical level would completely prevent vertical propagation
waves, but in MRAMS some wave energy leaks through, a
the breaking waves can trigger waves that propagate to hig
altitudes. Waves on the scale of the mountain are clearly evid

in the temperature field above 14 km AGL (Fig. 11b).
discerned.

on
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he
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Afternoon heating produces a drastically different scena
At 1530 local time the wind (Fig. 12a) and temperatu
(Fig. 12b) fields exhibit highly turbulent circulations in th
boundary layer. The boundary layer is more shallow on the wi
ward side (<4 km) and higher on the leeward side (∼5 km). The
strongest winds in the simulation are found at this time and
located at or very near the surface. Peak westerly winds
greater than 32 m/s and peak easterly winds are greater

18 m/s. The self-induced critical level is still present and lies
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FIG. 11. Horizontal wind and temperature at 0530 local on the second (a and b) and third sol (c and d) of experiment II-1. The entire vertical domain is not
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displayed so that details near the surface can be more easily discerned.

over the convective boundary layer. High-amplitude wave ac
ity is seen directly above the critical level. This activity unde
lies a deep (14 to 17 km AGL) westerly wind on the order
16 m/s. Most of the turbulence in the boundary layer is conv
tively generated, but the increase in depth and intensity of
boundary layer circulations to the lee of the mountain clearly
dicate that wave energy is being deposited in the boundary la
The most striking features in the temperature field are convec
plumes rising from the surface. Wave activity is evident abo
the convective boundary layer.

Within a few hours after sunset (2130 local), the convec
plumes have subsided and the atmosphere quickly returns
state that closely resembles the early morning state (Figs.
and 13b). Downslope katabatic winds are developing, the str

surface winds in the lee of the mountain have developed,
the critical level is well defined.
iv-
r-
of
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the
in-
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tive
ve

ve
to a
13a
ong

In each of Figs. 11 through 13, we have shown the state o
atmosphere exactly on sol later. The purpose is to demons
that the flow features are highly repeatable from day to day

The results from the II-1 Experiment indicate that the diur
variation of stability has the greatest influence near the surf
However, the characteristics of the vertically propagating wa
are also modified. The strongest sustained winds are found f
the lee of the barrier during the strong heating of the afterno
These winds are associated with highly turbulent circulati
and are most likely very gusty in nature. During the day,
strongest winds are not restricted to the lee of the barrier
are often on the windward slope or near the mountain top
the evening, the winds in the lee of the mountain remain str
but are less than those found in the afternoon. Additionally,
andnighttime winds are more laminar (less turbulent). The vertical
shear of the wind is extremely intense most of the time.
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FIG. 12. Same as F

The simulations indicate that regions of Mars with mod
ate topography are likely highly turbulent and prone to stro
shear when moderate (10 m/s) mean winds are present. T
findings, therefore, have clear implications for future missio
involving near-surface (e.g., balloon or aircraft, lander, or hum
exploration).

Although we do not attempt to do so here, simulations that
plicitly resolve mountain waves may be utilized to improve a
validate the gravity wave drag parameterizations that are us
GCMs. It is rather straightforward, for example, to compute
pressure work term from the explicit simulation, and this res
could be compared to a parameterized solution.

With respect to wind streaks, it appears that a 10 m/s w

blowing perpendicular to a mountain ridge of modest heig
(1 km) can result in significant leeward acceleration of the win
g. 11, but at 1530 local.
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The most persistent winds are found at night, but the stron
winds are during the day. Thus, dust is more likely to be lof
during the day but may not generate a well-defined pattern
the surface as a result of the transient and turbulent circulat
The nighttime winds are less likely to entrain dust but would
more likely to generate a wind streak pattern. Any dust lif
during the night could be transported far downstream.

C. Large Eddy Simulations

1. Background

Large eddy simulations (LESs) are designed to explic
model the large boundary layer eddies that transport heat

ht
d.
momentum. The grid spacing must be less than the eddies them-
selves, but the computational domain must be large enough to
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FIG. 13. Same as F

contain a large enough sample of eddies so that meaningfu
semble statistics can be obtained from the results. In near
LESs, the boundary conditions are cyclic and the topograph
flat and of uniform composition.

A reasonable estimate for the size of a boundary layer e
is obtained from the boundary layer depth. Therefore, a typ
eddy size is on the order of a few tens of meters to more
a kilometer. The time step associated with these scales ra
from tenths of seconds to a few seconds. As a result of the s
grid spacing, small time steps, and the requirement for a r
tively large domain, LESs are extremely expensive to under
computationally.

The three-dimensional LES presented herein required
proximately 36 hours of uninterrupted computer time for e
hour of simulation; a full-sol simulation would require over o

month of uninterrupted CPU time using a SUN ULTRA 60 wit
512 Mbyte of memory. The storage space required to store
g. 11, but at 2130 local.
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output from a one-sol simulation is on the order of 20 Gby
Due to these computational restraints, only the first half of a
has currently been investigated.

Since a LES of Mars has never been published in the literat
it was unclear exactly how to optimally configure the simu
tions. Testing LES model configurations in three dimensi
is an extremely slow and tedious process. Consequently,
dimensional LESs were conducted first to provide guidance
the full three-dimensional simulation. The major disadvant
of a two-dimensional simulation is that vorticity stretching ca
not operate, and it is this process which drives the small-s
circulations to even smaller scales.

Based on the results of the 2-D LES, the computational
main of a 3-D LES was constructed as follows: 100 m g
spacing covering a domain of 18× 18 km with cyclic boundary

h
the
conditions. Vertical grid spacing started at 12 m at the surface and
was gradually stretched up to a maximum of 250 m at a height
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of approximately 9 km. This configuration is not the ideal LE
configuration, but it was constrained by memory and proce
speed. The 3-D simulation was initialized with a representa
presunrise (0530 local) thermodynamic sounding taken from
2-D LES. A backing wind profile with wind speed increasi
with height was used to initialize the kinematics. A backing w
turns clockwise with height.

The first few hours of the 3-D simulation may be regarded
“spin-up,” or can be viewed as the response of a nonturbu
and horizontally homogeneous atmosphere to radiative forc
We believe that the high stability of the nighttime martian
mosphere damps turbulent motions so strongly that the in
homogeneous conditions are a reasonable approximation t
atmospheric state that would be found over a homogeneous
tian surface. After the “spinup,” the simulated atmosphere
comes sufficiently turbulent, and the homogeneity of the ini
atmosphere is inconsequential.

2. LES Results

At the onset of heating, the atmosphere quickly organizes
weak rolls aligned perpendicular to the wind (Fig. 14a). Th
circulations persist for approximately 4 h into the simulation,
during which time the depth of the circulations increases fro
few hundred meters to over 2 km. The average horizontal w
length of the rolls is approximately 2 to 3 km. If these circulatio
were visible as clouds, they might appear as cloud streets
regularly spaced cloud elements. The vertical velocity wit
the rolls is less than 0.5 m/s, and is closer to 1 cm/s earl
the simulation. The rolls appear to be primarily mechanica
driven, and appear dynamically similar to those found on E
(Hadfieldet al. 1991). As solar heating progresses, the str
radiation inversion is eroded, and the decreased stability
Richardson number) permits the shear to produce deepe
stronger overturning circulations.

Mechanically driven circulations transition to buoyanc
driven circulations between 3 and 5 h after sunrise. The widt
the ascending branches of the rolls narrows to less than 0.
and the vertical velocity increases to over 5 m/s (Fig. 14b). Lo
maxima in updraft and downdraft strength also become incr
ingly pronounced. These signal the presence of buoyant up
plumes focused within the rolls. The depth of the boundary la
increases concomitant with the enhanced convection. Meso
organization of the updrafts is present, but the well-defined s
vector alignment that was present earlier in the simulation is
as obvious.

After 5 h into the simulation, the boundary layer turbulen
is strongly forced by buoyancy (Fig. 14c). Deep convec
plumes emerge from the surface and quickly penetrate to
titudes of 3 to 4 km. As the plumes ascend, downward re
circulations develop along the outer edge of the rising air. A
the width of the plumes increases with height. Occasiona

a plume may detach from the surface and evolve into a
ing thermal. The scenario is not unlike the spectacle obser
PHERIC MODELING SYSTEM 247
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in a lava lamp. A cross section at 7.5 hours into the sim
tion reveals plumes beginning their ascent, plumes beginnin
detach from the surface, and thermals that were once plu
(Fig. 14d).

The behavior of the convective thermals and plumes is c
sistent with terrestrial observations of the convective bound
layer, which show that areas of upward motion are stronger
narrower than the downdrafts (Mason 1989). Numerical s
ulation results presented by Mason (1989) and Schmidt
Schumann (1989) strongly resemble those presented here
most notable similarities are the elongated and narrow upd
and the deep, penetrating convective plumes.

Turbulent statistics clearly identify the onset of convect
and the growth of the boundary layer (Fig. 15). Domain-avera
instantaneous values in Fig. 15 are produced by horizontally
eraging quantities to generate mean fields for each model l
The average field is then subtracted from the total to prod
a perturbation. Correlations and covariances are then obta
by multiplying the perturbation fields and averaging for ea
horizontal layer.

The covariance of vertical velocity and temperature (Fig 1
is rather large compared to typical Earth values, which
roughly an order of magnitude smaller. For example, during
Pheonix II boundary layer study, typical maximum values w
on the order of 0.2 Kms−1 (Schneider 1991). The Phoenix II e
periment was conducted in the Arizona desert near the sum
solstice and is perhaps as close to the martian environme
one can get while on Earth. Owing to martian air density roug
two orders of magnitude smaller than on Earth, the actual en
flux, which is obtained by multiplying the covariance by dens
and heat capacity, is about one order of magnitude smaller
on Earth. This leads to the interpretation that the martian d
time boundary layer is extremely vigorous with intense updr
and downdrafts correlated with hot and cool air, but it is a
rather inefficient in transporting energy due to the low dens

The modeled heat flux values are of the correct orde
magnitude when compared with previous studies of the m
tian boundary layer. Haberleet al.(1993a) indicate peak surfac
heat fluxes of about 27 W/m−2 and 12 W/m−2 for the Viking
Lander 1 and Viking Lander 2 sites, respectively, for a surf
roughness length of 1.0 cm. The heat fluxes were roughly ha
for a roughness length of 0.1 cm.

Turbulent kinetic energy (Fig. 15b) and vertical velocity va
ance (Fig. 15c) bear out the interpretation of the vigorous c
vective boundary layer. These values are roughly two to th
times the typical values on Earth (Schneider 1991). Vertical
locity variance contributes to roughly half the turbulent kine
energy, which indicates that the turbulence is not isotropic.

One of the more interesting and somewhat unexpected
sults is the positive and negative vertical flux of horizontal m
mentum (Fig. 15d), which indicates periods of gradient a
counter-gradient momentum transport. The cause and si
ris-
ved
icance of this is not clear at this time and warrants further
investigation.
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tal cross section at∼z= 150 m at 0830 (a), 0930 (b), and 1300 (c). A vertical cross
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FIG. 14. Vertical velocity (m/s) from the large eddy simulation. Horizon
section through x= 4 km at 1300 (d). Only a portion of the domain is shown

Dust devils appear to be ubiquitous across large plains
ing the daytime on Mars (Ryan and Lucich 1983, Thomas a
Gierasch 1985, Metzgeret al.1999). A LES should in principle
be able to capture these features. The motivation for initiali
tion of the model with a backing wind profile was to provide
source of environmental vorticity that might aid in the develo
ment of these features, although the contribution of environm
shear vorticity to dust devils is strictly speculative.
The model output was examined every ten minutes for in
cations of dust-devil-like circulations. Observations of terre
so that the circulations of interest can be identified.

ur-
nd

za-
a
p-
ent

trial dust devils indicate that the circulations are nearly in
clostrophic balance with the low pressure core (Sinclair 196
Many regions of locally maximized vorticity and locally reduce
pressure were discovered in the model output, but only du
the mid- and late-afternoon hours. Figure 16 displays relev
fields for one such case. Note that the entire horizontal dom
is not displayed. To elucidate the circulation, the mean wind
been subtracted from the total field to yield perturbation win
di-
s-
in constructing the wind vectors shown in Fig. 16. There are
two vortices of interest. At z= 12 m (Fig. 16a), an anticyclonic
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FIG. 15. Turbulent statistics derived from the large eddy simulation. Heat flux (a), vertical flux of horizontal momentum (b), turbulent kinetic energy (c),
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vertical velocity variance (d).

circulation is centered at (9.2, 8.6), and a more disorganized
culation and shear line is located near (7.5, 9.3). At z= 380 m
(Fig. 16b), the first anticyclonic circulation is still clearly evide
and much larger in area. The second circulation is express
two counter-rotating vortices at z= 380 m. Wind speeds aroun
the circulations are in excess of 20 m/s (Fig. 16c). A vert
cross section at y= 8.3 km through the first circulation demo
strates that it has a well-defined updraft core of approxima
10 m/s extending to a height of roughly 1.5 km (Fig. 16d)
strong gradient of wind speed surrounds the core at low le
and gradually relaxes with height. Figure 17a displays the p

sure and vertical velocity at z= 12 m along an east-west lin
intersecting the anticyclonic vortex, and the same is shown
cir-

nt
d as

d
cal
-

tely
A

vels
res-

Fig. 17b at z= 380 m. The pressure perturbation is on the or
of 1.0 Pa. Other areas within the model domain show sim
pressure perturbations (up to∼2 Pa) at various times during th
afternoon.

At any given time, there appears to be from one to four
these disturbances within the domain, which gives an areal
erage ranging from 0.03 to 0.1 per km2. It is unclear at this
point in the research whether the modeled phenomena are
dust devils, but they do present similar characteristics. Metz
et al. (1999) discussed five dust devil plumes imaged dur
MPF. The observed dust devils ranged in size from appr
e
in
mately 14 to 80 m in diameter. These dimensions are smaller than
the dimension of the modeled circulations, which are roughly
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FIG. 16. Dust-devil-like circulations captured during the large eddy simulation. Vertical vorticity and perturbation vector winds at z= 12 m over a portion
of the model domain (a). Vertical vorticity and perturbation vector winds at z= 380 m over a portion of the model domain (b). Wind speed and perturbation ve

winds at z= 12 m (c). A cross section along y= 8.3 km displaying vertical velocity (m/s; shaded) and meridional wind (m/s) in and out of the page (contours) (d).
Only a portion of the domain is shown so that the circulations of interest can be identified.
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five times larger. However, the observed dimensions are b
upon the visible portion of the dust devil; the circulation like
extends beyond the dust-laden area. The height of the m
eled circulations appears to be taller than the observed
devils.

Schofieldet al.(1997) analyzed the passage of a low-press
perturbation that was correlated with a wind shift and sugge
the signature was that of a dust devil. Unfortunately, wind sp
was not available. The observations are not inconsistent with
modeled low-pressure perturbations and associated circula
The highest modeled low-pressure perturbations were on

order of 2 Pa, which is similar to the roughly 3-Pa observ
departure.
sed
y
od-
ust

re
ted
ed
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ion.
the

Future numerical studies will examine these circulatio
in more detail by nesting to higher resolution and increas
the output frequency of the model to better capture the li
cycle.

D. Big Crater Simulation

The Mars regional atmospheric modeling system was u
to investigate the complex nature of topographically forced c
culations and atmosphere–surface interactions generated b
mospheric flow over a crater similar to Big Crater, which
edlocated near the MPF landing site. The model atmosphere was
initialized in the following manner. A horizontally homogeneous
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FIG. 17. Trace of pressure (s) and vertical velocity (d) along the z= 12 m and z= 380 m surface and slicing through the core of the dust devil in Fig. 16.
The modeled pressure perturbation is similar to the one observed during the passage of a dust devil in the ASI/MET experiment.
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temperature profile with a uniform stability of 1.0× 10−4 s−1

was used to initialize a two-dimensional simulation over a fl
surface. The model was then run for two sols beginning a
ending at 0530 local time. The location of the modeling d
main was that of the MPF landing site, and orbital geom
try corresponds to approximately Ls= 142. After integrating
for two sols, the simulated atmosphere produced a reason
looking boundary layer profile and exhibited a reasonable
urnal variation during the second sol. The atmospheric p
file from the two-dimensional simulation was used to initia
ize the three-dimensional crater simulation (Fig. 18). T
initial wind profile is a uniform westerly wind of 10 m/s at a
levels.

The surface topography for the crater simulation is con
ructed by processing a two-dimensional crater profile, wh
was supplied by R. Kuzmin (personal communication, 200
and obtained from the Mars orbiting laser altimeter. The r
profile is roughly 3 km from rim to rim. The raw crater profil

is scaled to a 1-km rim-to-rim crater similar to Big Crater, in th
following manner:
at
nd
o-
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able
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ro-
l-
he
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st-
ch
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w

1. The raw crater size (diameter) is obtained by finding
distance from the minimum to the maximum topograph
height and doubling the value.

2. The raw data (both height and distance) are then scale
the same factor so that the scaled data produce a crater dia
of exactly 1 km. Since the raw data reveal a crater near 3
the scaling factor is roughly 1/3.

3. The average topography height is calculated and subtra
from the data to produce a perturbation height field.

4. Only the right-hand side of the crater, defined from
minimum (center) data point of the crater and onward, is u
to construct the three-dimensional topography; the first ha
the data is neglected.

5. The last (far from the crater) two data points are less
2 m and are set to 0 m. 3-D model topography is given a
turbation height value obtained by linear interpolation from
2-D crater profile of height versus distance (Fig. 19).
e The resulting crater topography produces a crater similar in
size and dimension to that of Big Crater. It is not, of course, the
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FIG. 18. Initial temperature profile used to initialize the crater simulation

same as Big Crater. However, since Big Crater seems to be f
representative of other craters of comparable size, we be
that the circulations that result from the model topography w
not differ substantially from that which would be produced
Big Crater.

The model domain is covered by two, two-way nested co
putational grids. The first grid is 40× 40 points in the horizon-
tal with a grid spacing of 500 m and 47 points in the vertic
with the lowest level at 12 m above the surface. The vert
grid spacing is gradually stretched with height to a maxim
spacing of 250 m. The total height of the domain is appro
mately 9 km. The second grid is 102× 67 points in the horizon-
tal with a grid spacing of 100 m. The vertical grid spacing of t
second grid is the same as the first. The second grid is cen
on the crater and nested within the coarser first grid. The m
run was started before sunrise (0530 local) at the MPF sit
Ls= 142.

Prior to the development of a highly unstable convect
boundary layer, the atmosphere flow is nearly laminar as it flo
around the crater. The highly stable nocturnal inversion requ
most of the impinging air to flow around the topographic o
stacle. Surface friction reduces the low-level wind speeds.
crater rims are exposed to wind speeds higher than the surro
ing surfaces due to their exposure. The greatest surface str
found on the downwind crater rim (Fig. 20a). A broad regi

of higher surface stress is also found in the lee of the cra
The maximum predicted friction velocities are on the order
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0.5 m/s with a 5-cm roughness length and 10 m/s free str
wind velocity.

A few hours after sunrise, the depth of the unstable conv
tive boundary layer grows to several kilometers and the at
sphere within this layer becomes highly turbulent (Fig. 20b). T
adiabatic and superadiabatic atmosphere feels no downw
directed buoyancy-driven restoring force, and the air is fre
flow over rather than around the crater. Superimposed on
crater circulation are boundary layer convective rolls align
parallel to the mean atmospheric shear vector. The juxtap
tion of the crater and convective circulations produces a n
steady turbulent region in the lee of the crater, which swe
out a wedge-shaped area in the lee of the crater (Figs. 20c
20d). The maximum surface stress gradually increases to a v
slightly in excess of 1.0 m/s. Maximum values are again fou
on the downwind rim of the crater and occasionally in the tur
lent region downwind of the crater. The leeward rim experien
moderate to high stress values that are typically less than t
on the downwind rim.

The predicted wind stress patterns are consistent with w
streak patterns observed in the lee of small craters, hills,
ridges. The higher stress on the downwind crater rim is a
consistent with the MOC image interpretation of many sm
crater rims, which show preferentially higher erosion on
downwind rim (R. Greeley, personal communication, 2000)

The simulation was terminated approximately 12 h into
numerical integration. Future modeling work will examine t
ter.
of

FIG. 19. Crater topography. Only a subset of the modeling domain is dis-
played.
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FIG. 20. Friction velocity and wind vectors for selected times (as indicated) from the crater simulation. Enhanced regions of surface stress correlate well with
t
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observed erosion on crater rims and with dust streaks in the lee of the cra

atmosphere–surface interaction as the sun sets and the noc
inversion redevelops.

IV. CONCLUSION

The Mars regional atmospheric modeling system is a n
tool that can be used to investigate the complex physics o
gional, mesoscale, and microscale atmospheric phenomen
Mars. MRAMS is adapted from a widely used terrestrial mod
Modifications for applicability to Mars include the addition o
the NASA Ames GCM radiation code, a new formulation f
the processing of gridded data for use as initial and bound
conditions, and the ability to ingest gridded surface properti
MRAMS was applied under a wide range of scenarios th
include simulation of the Mars Pathfinder landing site, a lar
er.

urnal

ew
re-
a on
el.
f
r
ary
es.

eddy simulation of the convective boundary layer, investiga
of mountain waves and thermally induced slope flows, and
simulation of flow over an idealized Big Crater.

The results at the landing site were shown to be in very g
agreement with observations. The maximum temperatures
slightly underpredicted, which may have been caused by un
tainties in surface thermal properties but may also result f
the extrapolation of the temperature to the height of the ob
vation instrument. Wind direction showed good agreement w
observations, particularly in the afternoon. The model failed
produce winds that fully rotated through all compass directio
Modeled wind directions two grid points to the south of the la
ing site did reveal a full rotation, which suggests that a hig

at

ge
resolution simulation that better captures the topographic de-
tail of the area may provide better agreement. Additionally, the
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modeled wind speeds were generally less than observed
quality of the observations, however, is not well known, an
may be that the observational values are too large.

At least a few interesting, new, or unexpected findings
sulted from the MPF landing simulation. First, there was s
prising horizontal variability in the near-surface temperatu
This was particularly true in the afternoon and in regions w
steep topography. A portion of the variability can be explain
by variations in thermal inertia, but the atmospheric circulati
in and around the topographic features also seemed to pla
important role. We also have not yet ruled out the possibility
numerical instability along the steep slopes. Such instabilit
known to exist in sigma-z coordinate models when applied
very steep slopes, especially when strong vertical gradien
atmospheric properties are present. Second, the model sh
the development of a nearly isothermal layer during the e
morning hours. The development of this feature has not b
identified in previous studies. It is not clear why the isotherm
layer develops, but it is clearly not a radiative response. T
topic is left for future study.

A numerical dilemma surrounding the turbulent diffusion p
rameterization was identified. Owing to the highly stable noc
nal inversion, the modeled diffusion was of insufficient stren
to damp nonphysical model solutions. Artificially increasing
diffusion tended to alleviate the problem but simultaneously
creased the disparity between observed and modeled tem
ture. This problem was also left open for future research.

Finally, the diurnal pressure cycle was captured by the mo
but the amplitude was smaller than observed and the tidal
natures were absent. It was not expected that MRAMS wo
produce a tide since the model is regional rather than glo
However, it was hoped that the boundary conditions, wh
were supplied by the NASA Ames GCM, would capture the t
as it entered and departed the domain. The GCM has tro
capturing the observed pressure cycle amplitude but does
tidal signatures. Therefore, it is unrealistic to expect MRAM
to reproduce the higher observed amplitude given the initial
boundary conditions. Supplying GCM-derived boundary con
tions more frequently than every six hours may help simu
the tide.

Two-dimensional simulations of flow over a simple mount
barrier, and three-dimensional simulations over a crater
ilar to Big Crater, at the Mars Pathfinder landing site rev
that the atmospheric flow is significantly perturbed by top
raphy. Effects include acceleration of the background wind
excess of three times the mean value, flow reversals, verti
propagating gravity waves, highly turbulent wake flows, a
enhanced regions of atmosphere–surface interactions. In
ticular, the results demonstrate that modest topographic ba
are sufficient to generate surface winds capable of removing
transporting dust. The numerical results are in agreement
theory.
A large eddy simulation provided a look at the structure a
behavior of the convective layer. Prior to and shortly after su
, AND MICHAELS
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rise, the boundary layer is dominated by mechanical mixi
where weak shear parallel circulations dominate. As the n
turnal inversion erodes and the atmosphere becomes uns
there is a rapid transition from mechanical to buoyancy-dri
mixing. Narrow plumes surrounded by broad subsidence as
to approximately 4 km. Turbulent statistics indicate that the
bulence is much more intense than that typically found on Ea
but that the fluxes are roughly an order of magnitude smaller
to the lower density of Mars’ atmosphere. Vertical flux of ho
izontal momentum is intriguing as it did not have a consist
or coherent pattern, and it indicated periods of counter-grad
momentum transport. The mechanism for this has not yet b
identified.

Emerging from the large eddy simulation were dust-devil-l
circulations. The scale of the modeled phenomena seem t
slightly larger than observed, but this may be partially due to
inability of fully determine the size of a dust devil circulatio
based solely on the visual dust boundaries. The modeled
culation was roughly a few hundred meters wide and exten
approximately 1.5 km vertically. Based on the population a
frequency of the modeled circulations, it was estimated tha
any particular time during the afternoon, there were roughly 0
to 0.1 per km2. The modeled wind speed and pressure pertu
tions agree very well with the observations. Future studies
focus on the lifecycle and dynamics of the circulations.

APPENDIX: MATHEMATICAL NOTATION

Symbol Meaning

u East-west wind component
v North-south wind component
w Vertical velocity
π = CpT

θ
Exner function

f Coriolis parameter
θ Potential temperature
T Temperature
Cp = 860 J Kg−1 Heat capacity at constant pressure for atmosphere

K−1 (atmosphere) soil (variable value)
r Tracer species
Kh, Km Vector momentum and thermal mixing coefficients
Km, Kh Momentum and thermal mixing coefficients (may b

different in different directions as determined
by Kh, Km)

Ke Mixing coefficient for turbulent kinetic energy
R= 192 J Kg−1 K−1 Dry gas constant
Cv = Cp − R Heat capacity at constant volume
Cx , Cz Turbulence constants for horizontal and vertical

diffusion, respectively. Values are set by user.
Typical values: 0.2

α = Kh
Km

Ratio of mixing coefficients. Value is set by user.
Typical value: 3.0

FH Binary parameter to invoke stability enhancement
in vertical diffusion.FH = 1 indicates scheme
n-
is active.

Ri Richardson number
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N2 = g d ln θ
dz Brünt–Väisälä frequency

g= 3.72 m s−2 Gravitational acceleration
K∗ Minimum horizontal momentum mixing coefficient
KA User-specified constant used in computingK∗. Typical

values: 0.1–2.0
S3 Magnitude of the rate-of-strain tensor
SH Magnitude of the rate-of-strain tensor taking into account

only horizontal contributions
e Turbulent kinetic energy (TKE)
l, l∞ Mixing length scales
aε Dissipation constant for TKE
k Von Karman constant or soil thermal conductivity
zo Roughness length
Sm, Sh Nondimensionalized expressions involving gradients

of u, v, andθ . Used in the closure of the TKE equation.
u∗ Friction velocity
Fh, Fm Atmospheric structure functions used in computing surfac

layer stresses
ε Soil emissivity (user-specified)
σ Steffan–Boltzman constant or Sigma–height coordinate
F Energy flux
SW↓, LW↓ Downward short- and long-wave radiation at the surface
Ts Soil temperature
ZT , topoR Topography height in MRAMS
H Model top or height above MRAMS topography at which

MRAMS and GCM atmospheric structure are assumed
identical

c Speed of sound
1topo Difference in topography between MRAMS and GCM
Z Height above the reference geoid
ρ Density
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